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The Rollins Sandspur, Florida's 
oldes1 college newspaper, was 
established in 1894 with the following 
editorial: 
"Unassuming yet mighty, sharp and 
pointed, well rounded yet many sid-
ed, assidiously tenacious, yet as gritty 
and tenacious as its name implies, 
victorious in single combat and 
therefore without peer, wonderfully 
attractive and extensive in circula-
tion, all these will be forced upon in-
vestigation to be among the extraor-
dinary qualities of the Sandspur." 
The Rollins Sandspur is a publica-
tion produced by the students of 
Rollins College. Sandspur offices are 
located in the Student Center, Rollins 
College. The Rollins Sandspur is pro-
duced at the Type People, 722 W. 
Smith St., Orlando, FL. and printed at 
the Oviedo Outlook, Oviedo, Fl. 
In an effort to establish a continuing 
dialogue within the Rollins communi-
ty, the Rollins Sandspur promotes 
discussion lndlgenlous to the 
scholastic environment. Therefore this 
paper encourages students to voice 
their opinions or concerns on perti-
nent Issues In the form of letters to the 
editor. 
Letters will be printed on a space-
avaMable basis. All letters must be 
received by the Monday before the 
paper appears. All letters should be 
addressed: Editor, Rollins Sandspur, 
Box 2742, Rollins College. 
NEXT ISSUE: Oct. 16 (Perhaps) 
On Tap 
Should college bookstores sell porn? 
Because Penthouse Magazine published 
nude photos of former Miss America, 
Vanessa Williams (story P. 4), Colorado __ 
University's bookstore banned ·, all 
pornographic magazines from their shelves. 
While Rollins bookstore continues to carry 
both Penthouse and Playboy, this is an issue 
that we as students should seriously consider; 
should pornographic magazines be sold at a 
higher-learning institution? -
Before answering this question, it is 
important to understand both the nature and 
history of pornography. Pornography, in one 
form or another, has been in existence since 
the dawn of civilization (who knows for how 
long - suffice it to say a very long time). In my 
opinion, pornography was at its best during 
· the '5O's. -when Hugh Hefner published 
pictures of "Playboy Bunnies" clad in bikinis. 
The pictures were far more sensual and 
attractive than the gross ( dnd I stress the 
word GROSS) anatomy lessons. that are -
graphically presented to the viewer in most 
of today's skin mags. 
However, pornography has always been 
exploitive - whether it be bikini-clad women 
of the '5O's or the explicit spreads of the 
'8O's. Pornography presents women (and 
now men) as desirable pieces of mouth 
watering flesh - and that's it. Oh sure, Playboy 
has inteUigent articles, but when it comes to 
the Playboy Bunnies, only the asthetic 
physical quality of the body counts. The 
heart, soul, mind - the very essence of the 
person has been ~ast aside. Only a shell of 
the person is presented, spread out glaringly 
over glossy paper. But to make matters 
worse, our society eats this stuff up (I'm a part 
of society, so don't think that I haven't seen 
my share of porn mags). Pornography has 
turned into a multi-billion dollar 
entertainment business. 
While it may be important to consider what 
happened within our society to create this 
obsession with pornography, it is more 
important to formulate a solution to the 
problem. Colorado University's solution was to 
ban the magazines from their shelves. But the 
point remains, should Rollins continue selling 
pornographic magazines and was Colorado 
University correct in their decision to ban the 
magazines? Perhaps the best way to answer 
this would be ·to learn from C.U. Banning the 
magazines fromJhe bookstore did nothing to 
deter the force of pornography. The students 
who buy the magazines regularly will just take 
their business elsewhere. 
While it is . true that pornography is 
exploitive, the fact remains that in our society, 
people have the right to do as they please as 
long as they remain within the boundaries of 
the ·law: Because there is no law against 
adults purchasing pronographic magazines, 
they should not be denied this right. College 
student~ are viewed as adults in our society 
and even though pornographic magazines 
are not conducive to an academic 
atmosphere, they should not be denied their 
privileges as adults living in this society. 
Rollins' bookstore sho_uld continue stocking 
Penthouse and Playboy. The students who 
enjoy pornography will continue buying and 
those who do not will simply refrain. -
Two editorials appearing in the last issue of 
the SandSPUR entitled "Howell dishonest in 
his handling -of ~ Dillon affafr" and "Dean 
Watkins needs to clean up her act" were the 
opinion of one person - the editor of this 
publication. The editorials did not necessarily 
reflect the opinions of the rest of the Sandspur 
editorial staff. · 
Several people have pointed out that, 
while it is the editor's right to express his 
opinion, it is not his right to table the dean as 
"emotionally unstable!' simply because this is 
unprovable; therefore, the charge is 
unfounded. Because of this, the editor is 
retracting this charge. The editor would also 
like to add that, while Dean Watkins did 
indeed have a minute pot plant in her office 
last- year, it was not meant for her 
consumption. 
JayWerba 
Editor - Sandspur 
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Increases in black enrollment 
By Angela Nardi 
Over the past years, Rollins has had a significant increase in the enrollment of black students. In 
1981, twelve black students enrolled, whereas in 1984, twenty-six black students enrolled Ten of 
these twenty-six students are currently living in Rex Beach. There had been some controversy as ~o 
why these students were housed in Rex Beach. Some individuals held the administration responsible, 
daiming it was a segregation move. Dr. Lima, Coordinator of freshman Advising, states, ''lt was not 
the intent of the administration to segregate people. Division of students would not promote a 
healthy atmosphere at Rollins." Of the ten students housed at Rex Beach, half of them had requested 
Rex Beach. The remaining five students were randomly placed in the dormitory Uecause they had 
not made any requests on their housing forms. In a recent interview, some Rex Beach freshma~ 
residents stated their feekngs toward their dorm and life at Rollins: Lisa Perry - ''lam very happy at 
Rex Beach, I have a lot of fun, almost too much fun, not only with my black friends bilt with my 
white friends as well. I feel very comfortable at Rex and on campus''. Brad McElroy - ''l like the 
togetherness at Rex Beach. We all hel/each other." Eric Williams - ''l feel at ease in the dorm, but 
when I'm the only black person in my class, sometimes I feel a bti pressured " 
Whether the students chose Rex Beach or were randomly placed there, they are satisfied with the 
dorm and Rollins. 
Frat. niember. has qual.ity friends 
Dear Editor, 
This editorial is in response to your editorial in the last issue of the Sandspur. It is not a criticism, 
but it is another opinion. 
In your editorial you expressed the opinion that a fraternity surpresses individuality. You also said, 
"In friendship, quality, not quantity, is what's important I must say that through my fraternity, I have 
met and made more DUALITY friends than I ever imagined I can honestly say that I would do 
ANYTHING for any of my brothers. They too have shown that they would do anything for me. Like 
an extended family, we all share the joys, sorrows, work, etc. that life brings w1ih it ~s for 
individuality, we are individuals in that we all do our own part to make t~e family work. I think that tf 
you ask any Greek, he would iell you the same thinkg about his fraternity/her sorority. 
You (and everyone/ must realize, we are just hke a special interest group. Dur special interest 
happens to be in each other though, not in art or psychology fJlC. 
I am purposely not including the name of my fraternity in this letrer, and I hope that you will not 
include my name if this editorial goes to prinl This is NOT a plug for my particular fraternity,· but is a 
plug for the whole Greek system. 
Mass cultures 
As a tourist in most cultures, one is often struck by the subjugation of theJocal 
culture by a mass-mediated first world culture. For example, most streets in Bankok, 
Thailand either have a German or American bar while few have a Buddhist temple. 
Why so many Germans? It seems that many of these locales supply prostitutes for the 
Germans. In Thailand, prostitution is considered a normal career. So Thailand has a· 
booming tourist business, while few Europeans or Americans even know where Laos 
is. Unfortunately, while Thailand is economically strong, its culture is disappearing as it 
becomes subservient to the desires of the tourists of the first world. 
The mass culture is a global institution that, like most hierarchies, benefits the few. 
The upper and middle classes of the third world nations enjoy an economic prestige 
which enables them to demand their international pleasures literally anywhere -
nothing annoys them more than hearing of a place that they cannot access or that 
does not have accommodations with hot water. As a result, everyone else in the world 
has to kow tow to this domination, because they need the money. The world's 
service industries soon learn what is in demand and then do their best to provide. Of . 
course the poorer countries remain laughable to the jet-set because they can never 
keep up with the latest trends. 
In the end the economically weaker lose their culture because they are dependent on 
the rich and have to forset their old culture in order to mesh with modern _economics, 
that is modern culture. 
''Megatrends" 
A recent publication by John Nesbitt has swept the nation. His book "Megatrends" 
analizes our society today and predicts the trends of the future. Noticeably, Mr. Nesbitt 
says that a person who can read and write properly in English and Spanish and who 
can use computers has guaranteed a secure good living. 
The book emphasizes the dawning of a new era and the dynamic future in store for 
us. Meanwhile, Rollins College has added to its Latin curriculum leven though only one 
or two students take Latini. Few students use the computer, many professors admit 
iteracy is not good, and some say the Spanish majors are the worst 
Yet Rains ime~ to become the ''Harvard of the South". So long as Rollins aspires 
to arachaic traditional values, it will never be the advanced institution it dreams of 
being. As an example, Rollins should not be prissly printed diplomas on sheepskin. 
Using animal Skins is a typical instance of outdated ideas - modern people do not 
need an animal to die in order to make their writings more meaningful. 
.J (! 1 lt' '., .., ~1,i•t.!1• •~t1lfl ~ "' 1, 1• ':.~ .. u1 1 •c" .,-4tt 't~)f.if1C"Oh 4 
Wake up and smell the coffee 
By Jeff Johnson 
Our editor recently commented on the fact that ten of Rollins freshman black students were 
housed in Rex Beach. He use{/ the term "Rex Ghetto" which seemed to upset a number of bla_ck 
students - welt guys,. here's the deal. . 
This comment is not our editor's own coined phrase, truth is - he's not the only one who has 
noticed such, but rather the first to v,ew it as it may be. Originally I was going to depress you with 
horror stories of minority suffering at Rolkns but that's unnecessary; all of our minority students 
know what comes With the territory, sad to say, Rollins is no exception. 
These horror stories are what prompted our editor to suggest that the administration p/qyed a 
in this particular housing situation - whether the purpose was segregation or protection is unkno 
perhaps neither, maybe we we're 'Jumping to conclusions''. But in time, you all will know why we 
jump to such conclusions. 
Black, Jewish, Lesbian/Gay, American Indian, Asian, Hispant~ left-wing, or just individuahsts - aH 
are persecuted by our WASP-1sh society and even more so at our W4SP-ish school. Once you've fl8i 
the fortune of being verbally abused and cruelly beaten by the Good 01' Boys_a/k/a the Greeks, you 
appreciate this commenr/conclusion. 
Understand that we love our school if we didn't you'd not be hearing our complaints. But the fad. 
is that student body supports and defends minorities in word and harasses and hurts them in deed. 
It's something that the Sandspur urges ALL minority students to consider - not to leave, but to join 
forces, raise consciousness, and increase awareness. There is hope that The Dream continues, but 
we have to have the love and sincerity to make ti reality.· . 
So please don't feel upset or get fussy ab;ut our campy yet bitter comments, we see what is _ 
- appraise it tell the campus about ,t and hope that something will get done. The Sandspur 
welcomes all minortiies to Rolhns along with the standard WASP Regime. WQ gratefully accept any 
comments you may have for us and support organized unity. Thank you, and chin up! 
Firsthand facts about 
11chemistry innovation" 
By Karen Korn 
The last issue of The Sandspur contained an article entitled "Chemistry Innovation 
Introduced". Its author, Ginny Williams, expounds upon the merits of the PSI- system. 
After reading this article, I was convinced that Ms. Williams did not take the same PSI 
. chemistry course I did. 
·_ Let's examine the concepts ofthe Personalized System of Instruction as set out in 
this article with reference to their realities as expressed in the classroom. 
"fflhe student is given a series of objectives, a set of problems, a section to read ... 
and after sorting through the information ... may pace himself at the rate he feels most 
comfortable with, but within certain limits." _ 
The first part of this statement is pure fact; the second, however, fails to mention 
that if the student wishes to succeed in this program, the pace she/he had better 
choose is one unit per week. But what if the student falls behind in dealing with this 
'approach to learning on a more personal level"? Ms. Williams asserts that he/she will 
receive "a healthy dose of encouragement." I find "nasty-grams"~notices sent to the 
student warning her/him of her/his deteriorating position and advising her/him to 
improve before being asked to withdraw, a rather bizarre form of positive 
reinforcement. 
In regard to the quiues given at the end of each unit; if a passing grade lnine out of 
ten correct answersl is not achieved by the third attempt, the tutor or instructor tends 
to "give" the student the mark necessary for progressing to the next unit. Now that is 
"encouragement", right?! Wrong. It is psychologically detrimental to be so graciously 
awarded a passing grade with the understanding that this was done because one 
could not have passed otherwise. It also may result in the student's beJng pushed to 
the next unit without full mastery of the concepts; often furthering the student's 
feeling of inadequacy. To aggravate the situation, the chemistry department offers 
additional incentive in the form of a public scoreboard which charts his/her progress 
with regard to his/her peers. 
The most offensive part of this system is that it essentially places each student in 
direct competition with the other students. fnstead of creating a communal 
atmosphere of learning in the classroom, PSI subdivides the class into individuals. The 
loss of collective identity adds to the feeling of drowni_ng alone in a mass of confusing 
material which continually accumulates. 
If you believe a "10% increase in grades" justifies PSI, take note of the fact that last 
year 48 students started the C120-121 bloc, 29 completed it; Or. Eng-Wilmont asserted 
to the C121 class last year that the previous term's grades demonstrated a perfect b 
shaped curve, if one ignored those who withdrew - passing and failing. Additionally, 
of the 38 students currently enrolled in C120, only 15 are on or ahead of "schedule" 
lone unit per weekl. Over half the class already has "catch-up" work to do only two 
weeks into the academic year. 
If you still remain unconvinced as to the demerits of PSI, ask yourself if you are 
paying $10,000 a year to be allowed to "figure out just how you are supposed to learn 
the material", and as a freshman or beginning chemistry student, did you really want 
to do this. I have always felt that "receiving information as the instructor chooses to 
present it" is of great benefit to the student who has not been exposed to the mate · 
previously. In an introductory course guided instruction, not independent research, is 
necessary . 
Professor desires refurbishing 
of student center 
by Alan Nordstrom 
Associate Professor 
Myth has it that once upon a time the Student Center was not a barren cavern of 
hard walls, hard floors, and hard, inhospitable furniture. 
Once upon a time students and faculty did more than collide at their mailboxes in the 
Student Center. They congregated there. They conversed. They sat down orr 
comfortable sofas or at cozy tables and had coffee and donuts together. 
Once upon a time the campus had a center and named it that. Now it has a bleak 
outpost or way-station or, as The Bard says, a "bare, ruined choir, where late the 
sweet birds sang." 
Now is a good time to re-center the congregational life of the campus by refurbishing 
this once convivial facility. 
Make it a magnet to attract and hold the community. Make it warm and leisurely. 
Make it a place to talk and pass time pleasantly, a place to drop in, hang~round, meet 
friends, make friends, and enjoy each [!ther. 
It's time to remake the myth, a myth to live by. 
Vandalism examined 
By Bill Viall 
Vandalism and theft have traditionally been problems at Rollins as with most schools 
in America. During the past decade, Rollins has experienced a dramatic increase of 
trashing and loss of both student and college property. The cost to clean, repair or 
replace_school property is constantly rising and the totaled figures are quite formidable. 
Last year, Rollins spent $21,518.00 on damages. A bill of $2,000.00 has already 
accumulated after the first two weeks of the year. This is a 10% increase in the cost of 
damages over last year, during the same period. The problem of vandalism extends 
beyond the obvious monetary realm. The excess of trashing and theft at Rollins raises 
questions about the students' sense of responsibility, integrity and consideration for 
their fellow citizens. 
· It is a common sight for the halls of dormitories to be covered with debris on 
Monday mornings. Overturned garbage cans, empty beer cans and broken ceiling tiles 
often litter the floors. The bathrooms are even worse with stalls and sinks covered 
with toilet paper and dried bile. The worst cases have been the instances when a 
nauseous student just wasn't spry enough, missed the repository and then tried to 
cover the mess with the garbage of an overturned trash can. Year after year the same 
women get up early every Monday morning to remove the remnants of the previous 
weekend's parties. The women seldom complain. Everything falls under the heading of, 
"What do you think they are getting paid for?" 
So far the problems of trashing have been kept to a minimum in most areas. The 
year is new and the students are slowly feeling their way into the social stream. The 
atmosphere will probably change around midterm when students begin to feel the 
pressure of exams and the various Greek organizations begin vying for members. 
Another problem that has arisen and begun to recede is the theft of college property. 
Housekeeping has reported traumatic losses of lounge ·furniture from dormitories. We 
often suffer the loss of a sofa a weekend and some weeks it is even worse. It is 
suspected that no boarding but off-campus students are taking the schoo1's furniture to 
furnish their own apartments. 
The problem of vandalism varies in degree around the campus. The large, 
predominantly freshman dormitories are the worst areas. Sororities are considered the 
least problemed areas. Fraternaties are often the centers of large parties on the 
weekends but the members often take the responsibility upon themselves to police 
their areas. The contrast between the performance of the smaller, self-organized 
houses and the larger dormitories leads to the heart of the vandalism problem. 
Alcohol consumption is involved with almost every instance of trashing at the school 
but both vandalism and theft show dramatic declines in the smaller houses where 
there is a higher degree of residential responsibility. Damages are higher in the larger 
dormitories where the students feel anonymous and isolat_ed. In these places students 
are quick to shift the blame elsewhere and are seldom held directly accountable for the 
conditions of their living areas. One solution to the problem of damage 10 dormitories 
would be to effectively revive the-atmosphere of a cohesive living tommunity by 
placing more responsibility on the students themselves tG-maintain their areas. This is 
not however, an easy undertaking. The college has already experimented with several 
programs to inculcate a sense of responsibility in the residents. Ultimately, the 
respn.,ibility of maintaining the dormatories lies at the feet of the individual student 
Although it is easier to shift the blame or lapse into wrecklessness, the individual still 
enjoys the freedom and responsibility of maintaining respectable living conditions. 
CLEAN UP YOUR ACT! 
Swifty Sixty Coin Laundry 
311 N. NewYorkAvenue 
(next to 7-11 and across the street from W.P. Post Office) 
Weekly Pick-up and Delivery! 
Open 8 a.m~-10 p.m./7 days a week! 
20 % 0 f F For Rollins Through Sept.! 
Please call for further info: 645-2406 
'~ 
More peoJ)le rent furniture 
·trom Aaron Rents than any 
other company in the country. 
One word tells you why: Value. 
Students have known for years that at Aaron Rents the word "value" means more furniture, 
more quality, and more service for less money than anywhere else. Aaron Rents has the 
lowest rental rates, next-day delivery, a 3-month minimum rental period, and a showroom 
full of great-looking furniture. That's why more people coast-to-coast rent from 
Aaron Rents Furniture than any other furniture rental company in the country. 
Aaron Rents 
Furniture® 
5 STORES IN THE SOUTH FLORIDA AREA 
5 
' 
500 West Sunrise Blvd. 1730 S. 30th Ave. 14193 SW 119th Ave. 7395 W. 20th Ave. 7101 Coral Way 
Ft. Lauderdale Pembroke Park Miami Hialeah Miami 
764-4004 454-4600 232-0700 823-2500 261-0381 
Sl10W1uoma locatad In: Atlanta, Austin, Baltimore, Charlotte, Clearwater. College Station, Columbia, S.C~ Dallas, 
Denver, Durham, El Paso, Fayetteville, Ft. Lauderdale, FL Worth, Greensboro, Houston, Indianapolis, Jacksonville, 
Knoxville, Kansas City, Lubbock, Memphis, Mlam~ Midland-Odessa, Nashville, New Orleans, Norlolk, Oklahoma City, 
Orlando, Phoenix, Raleigh, SL Louis, San Antonio, San Diego, Tampa. Tucson, Tutsa, Virginia Beach. Wuhington, D.C. 
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Continuing Ed. takes-on a 
more important role · 500 mil. available in·fin. aid 
By Victor Assersohn 
Continuing education at 
Rollins College this year takes 
on a more important role with 
the appointment of a new 
director and an expanded 
schedule of subjects. 
The new Associate Dean of 
the Faculty _ and Director of 
Continuing Education is Dr. 
Robert A. Miller. He takes over 
from Bettina K. Beer, who has 
joined a Sarasota school. 
Miller has been in continuing 
education for 15 years and was 
Dean of Community Research 
and Services at Northern 
Kentucky University before 
joining Rollins. 
"Rollins is dedicated to, 
above all else, top quality 
teaching in the classroom," 
said Miller who says that the 
radio between part-time and 
full-time teaching is more 
healthy at Rollins. Students do 
get to work with full-time 
faculty as well as adjunct 
instruction and they do get 
individual attention." 
"Many times an evening 
program is an afterthought but 
it is not here," he said. 
Miller is hoping to expand 
the fledgling Community 
Advisory Board set up six 
months ago. He hopes that the 
board, which comnri~P.s civic 
Sig Eps pitch in 
By Justine Deming 
Inspired by President 
Seymour's speech at 
convocation, the Sig -Ep 
Fraternity has energetically 
embarked on a campus-wide 
clean up project. The cleaning 
campaign is sponsored by Sig 
Ep as a Philanthropic project 
for the good of the Rollins 
community. The whole 
fraternity is involved in this 
clean up crew crusade on 
Sunday mornings. 
Each Sunday morning, when 
most of us are still in bed, Sig 
Ep president, Dave Morgan is 
banging on doors, calling the 
crew to duty. Armed with 
garbage bags, can stabbers, 
and a positive frame of mind, 
the Sig Eps head out to pick up 
the previous night spoils. Most 
of the litter, they say is 
concentrated near the main 
street and the areas where 
parties are held. There are also 
spots underneath people's win-
dows and balconies that tend to 
accumulate large amounts of 
trash. 
Already, the crew has 
achieved noticeable results 
and their efforts have been 
commended by President 
Seymour. Seymour said the 
camp_u~t }09~~ ,Qr,e~t1 ~d he is 
High School and College 
leaders, alumni, corporate students who have not 
executives and members of the received the necessary state or 
arts community, will be a federal funds for continued 
strong force in suggesting new education are urged ·to apply to 
co.Yrses and programs. The Scholarship Bank for 
"In my opinion continuing private educational funding. 
education is vital for a degree Working in conjunction with 
and for credit courses to a high school and college 
person who has been working financial aid counselors, The 
in a less challenging job," he Scholarship Bank will send 
said. students a computer-generated 
The division has widened the printout of the private aid 
scope of academic endeavor sources that the student 
for the students. For the first appears specifically qualified 
time Russian art and culture, to receive. According to the 
marine biology and the dir:ector of the search service, 
foundations of Caribbean life private financial aid from 
and culture have been included corporations, trade groups, and 
in the curriculum. educational and civic 
Miller has had a foundations amounts to 
distinguished career in approximately one fourth of all 
education and administration financial aid available, or a 
and after leaving the Bronx 
High School of Science in 1960 
sum of about $500 million 
dollars. Much private financial 
aid is based on factors other 
than need or family income, but 
on criteria such as major, · 
occupational goal, willingness 
to enter cont~sts, write essayx 
or take on an internship. 
The Scholarship Bank has 
approximately 25,000 sources 
of private financial aid and will 
send students a list of 20 to 50 
names and addresses upon 
. receipt from the student of a 
qu_estio·nnaire. - The 
questionnaire can be ordered 
from_ The Scholarship Bank in 
Los Angeles by sending a 
stamped, self-addressed 
envelope to 10100 Santa 
Monica Boulevard, #2600, Los 
Angeles, CA 90067. 
he went on to gain his B.A. ih 
history and political science in Rollins' registration examined 
New York, his M.A. in political 
science where he graduated 
from the School of Public 
Affairs, ·state University of New 
York at Albany. 
He gained a Ph.D in political 
science and public 
administration in 1974 from 
Syracuse University. 
Miller, who is married, served 
as an administrative officer in 
the Malawi Government in 
Central Africa from 1972-1975. 
hoping to spread the same 
enthusiasm that the Sig Eps 
are showing. 
Another idea rais~d by 
Seymour was the 
establishment of some kind of 
committee to make plans such 
as strategically placed trash 
cans to discourage the chronic 
litterbugs among us. 
The job of correctly and 
efficiently advising · incom_ing 
freshmen has never been an 
easy one. At Rollins, freshmen 
receive their first official 
academic advice during 
"phone-in" preregistration held 
each June. "Phone-in" began in 
1981 as an option for students 
seeking advice before arriving 
in the fall. _In 1982 it became a 
. mandatory part of orientation. 
Additional funding - was 
secured for more advisors and 
two, toll-free telephone 
numbers for use during the 
operation. · 
Dr. ·Richard Lima, current 
coordinator of freshman 
advising at Rollins, explained 
·that telephone pr:eregistration 
is an integral part of the 
orientation experience 
because it al lows students not 
only to receive sound advice 
academically but also tb 
lessen anxieties about entering 
college in general. 
Furthermore, when new 
students do arri~e on campus, 
they already have a faculty 
contact should they need help. 
ROLLINS COLLEGE 
LIBRARY 
The effort put into advising 
this year was· one of fine tuning 
rather than sweeping change., 
"While the basic system of 
advising is the same as in the 
last two y~ars, this year · we 
. have tried to start a core of 
advisors who- will work 
exclusively with freshmen. He 
said that followf ng · 
preregistration, students' 
interests are matched to 
appropriate advisors· whenever 
possible. Failing that, students 
are assigned to a · professor 
they will have for a class in the 
closest related discipline. A 
similar method of assigning 
student advisors is- also used. 
Finally, _Dr. Lima noted 
several upcoming colloquia for 
student and faculty advisors 
featuring s·peakers from other 
institutions on the subject of 
freshman advising. "We plan to 
have a colluquium each month 
for all the advisors. We will 
examine our own practices and 
no doubt make more 
adjustments to provide the 
best advice we can." 
Career center 
seeks ~anagers 
Career Center seeks Class of 
'86 managers and class of '87 
Managers. 
The Career Center is now 
registering juniors and 
sophomores for a special 
identification program aimed 
at those seeking careers in 
m~nagement. Those joining 
the management ·network will 
receive up-to-date informa-
tion on management careers, 
special notices of internship 
and part-time job openings, 
invitations to special 
programs, etc. 
Registration - forms are 
available in the Career Center 




By Jackie Buckley 
According to KA President, 
Michael _Randazzo, the KA's 
are not only alive and well after 
their loss of housing last 
spring - they are taking 
nothing but positive strides 
toward the rebuildin'g, 
restructuring of the Rollins KA 
Chapter in. the Greek System. 
"We're trying to rebuild, to get 
back to basics - to eradicate 
past mistakes and start anew", 
Mike Stated. He also stressed 
that the most important aspect 
of KA - or any fraternity - is 
brotherhood: He spoke of KA 
repeatedly as a brotherhood. 
KA was not founded as a 
fraternity, b_ut as an "Order of 
Knights", he said. 
. The strides that have been 
taken- by the KAs this year are 
community service - they 
were seen Saturday cleaning 
up the Park Ave Park; they have 
also established better alumni 
relations. Future plans of the 
KAs include setting up a booth 
with Dean Wettstein for World 
Hunger and having a speaker 
from Brookwood Lodges speak 
about alcohol and <:1rug abuse. 
Michael stressed the 
fraternity's desire to establish 
a more po•sitive image with the 
faculty and the community. 
He spoke J,ighly of President 
Seymour and Dean Watkins 
gnd said that they have been 
receptive and willing to help 
the . KAs in any way they can. 
He says that every · faculty 
member seems willing to help. 
Mike also was thankful to Pat 
Leonard who has been very 
helpful to the KAs in providing 
· a place for meetings which 
continue . to be held every 
Monday evening. I.F.C. has 
also helped KA get involved in 
- many_ of their activities. "Any 
suggestions would be received 
and greatly appreciat~d to help 
us out," added Mike. 
When asked · about KA's 
plans for a house, Mike 
affirmed his fraternity's plan to 
go through Housing Review in 
the spring in hopes of restoring 
their housing privileges. "The 
main reason we lost this 
privilege is because we weren't 
able to mentor actions. We 
have set up a Prudential 
Committee; a system of checks 
and balances within the 
fraternity." "I hope and feel 
that KA will exist for another 58 
years on Rollins and we're 
confident that we have the 
ability to do it", Mike said. 
OCS gets down to business 
OCS (Off-Campus Student 
organization) was off to a 
running start this year as its 
officers worked hard to get 
things organized long -before 
the school year began. After 
nearly one year's work, OCS 
had raised its budget 
allowance almost nine times 
through local donations and 
fund raising. 
Now, through careful 
investment, OCS is proud to 
offer the use of several new 
acquisitions including an ETV 
OLIVETTI 300 WORD 
PROCESSOR, a Visual 50 
computer terminal coupled to 
the school's VAX computer 
system, two _typewriters, and 
several more locker units, just 
to name a few! The facilities, 
located on the first floor of the 
Pinehurst building, are open to 
all students and private 
computer training is available 
(send name and number to 
campus box 1092). 
As well as the new 
equipment, OCS still offers its 
regular line-up of facilities 
including study rooms, lounge 
area, refrigerc!tor, water closet, 
a phone, and bedding for late 
night cramming. And, Have No_ 
Fear, OCS is continuing its ! 
weekly Tuesday morning free 
coffee and donuts 
Exravaganza from 9:00 to 
12:00! 
This year's officers 
Colette DeMayo, Ed Wirth, 
Anna Greene, Carolyn Cray, 
andDenis Bourguignon - will 
be . glad to answer any 
que·stions concerning OCS. 
New vic~-president for . 
development and college 
relations named · 
Warren Johnson, currently 
vice president for development 
at Tulane University in New 
Orleans, has been named vice 
president for development and 
college relations at Rollins. 
Announcement of Johnson's 
appointment was made by 
President Thaddeus Seymour. 
Johnson will assume 
responsibility for all fund 
ra1sing and public relations 
activities for Rollins on Dec. 1. 
Prior to serving as vice 
president at_ Tulane, Johnson 
held various positions on the 
Tulane development staff. He 
also served as director of the 
Chicago region for the 
Campaign for Chicago at the 
University of Chicago in 1977 
and 1978. His responsibilities 
at Tulane University include the 
current Campaign for Tulane, 
which is expected to exceed its 
$150 million capital campaign 
fund raising goal ahead of the 
scheduled 1985 completion 
date. 
Johnson received his 
bachelor's degree from St. 
Cloud State University in 
Minnesota and his master's 
degree from the Universi~y of 
Minnesota. Johnson is one of 
three vice presidents reporting 
directly to Seymour. The vice 
presidential vacancy occurred 
in 1983 when former Vice 
President Robert Duval I 
resigned to accept the 
presidency of Pacific 
University in Forest Grove"OR. 
Job market brighter for 
'84 college graduates 
According to a recent 
nationwide survey of 100 
Fortune 1000 company 
personnel directors, the 
majority (59%) believe that the 
job market for college 
graduates is brighter this year 
than it was in 1983. 
Other findings of the study 
reveal important information 
about what employers look for 
in interviews: 
- Interviewers are most 
Impressed by a job candidate's 
ability to communicate, 
followed by personality and 
appearance, and then by 
grades. 
- Two mistakes a job 
candidate can make are being 
too passive or timid and failing 
to research the company and 
position prior to the interview. 
- Interviewers are favorably 
impressed by candidates who 
ask appropriate questions and 
who "sell" themselves during 
the interview. · 
- Focusing on salary or job 
benefits at the beginning of the 
interview is not advisable, 
- Job candidates should 
follow up on each interview, 
either with a thank-you letter or 
a telephone call. 
On resumes, 91 % of the 
respondents said resumes are 
important and that they should 
spell out the candidate's career 
goals. 
The Career Center helps 
students with interviewing 
technique~, resume writing and 
job search tips. 
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Colorado University bans Porn Mags. 
BOULDER, CO. (CPS) - If 
Penthouse magazine readers 
overrun newsstands in January 
searching for the second series 
of . nude ex-Miss America 
photographs, they'll avoid ·the 
University of Colorado-Boulder 
bookstore. 
On August 17, Tom Cruff, 
CU's bookstore trade book 
manager, banned· Penthouse, 
Playboy, _Playgirl and other 
"skin" magazines from the 
racks when Penthouse 
published nude photos of 
former .Miss America Vanessa 
WHliams in its September 
issue. 
The Williams controversy, 
which re-emerged when 
Penthouse publisher Bob 
Guccione announced his 
magazine plans to publish 
more photographs of the 
forme·r Syracuse University 
· student engaged in various 
seKual activities, has 
acceler~ted previously-build~ 
ing pressure on magazine 
sellers on several campuses to 
cull certain ·publications from 
their shelves. 
In the days after Penthouse 
announced it would publish the 
first set of _photos, for example, 
some Otiio State students 
joined demonstrators asking 
Columbus bookstores to drop 
the skin magazines. 
Students at the University of 
Minnesota also renewed their 
campaign to get bookstores 
around campus to drop the 
magazines. 
Efforts to rid campuses of 
sex-oriented media, both 
printed and filmed, are not new, 
of course. 
In 1980, Antioch University 
removed skin magazines from 
its racks when feminist groups "Compared to coverall sales 
threatened to boycott the it won't show even if you try to 
campus bookstore. calculate it," he explains. 
Last spring, students at the Store managers are most 
University of California-Davis likely to drop magazines for 
and the University' of economic, not moral, reasons, 
Massachusetts-Amherst also explains Charles Phodt of the 
I 
threatened boycotts to rid their National Association of' 
bookstores of the magazines, College Stores (NACS). · 
but the attempts failed. "While there have been store 1 
In June, the University of managers who remove 
Hawaii student government . pornography as a matter of 
voted down a bill to ban the propriety or of taste," he says, 
campus sale of magazines and "the usual reason is people 
postcards featuring nudes. A who hang around the racks , 
monttr-earlier, the University of thumbing throug~ the 
_Virginia student government magazines. Racks become 
junked a similar proposal reading rooms instead of sales 
because it smacked of points." i 
censorship. NAGS takes a dim view of 
· Colorado, in fact, is one of censorship, though Phodt : 
the few schools a_ctually to adds, ."I happen to know the 
implement a ban. management in the Boulder, 
"It was a buyer's decision to bookstore is strong against ! 
remove part of a certain Jine, censorship." 
not censorship in any form," Penthouse magazine ! 
says Colorado's Cruff. disagrees. 
The ban,· effective the last "We hear about things like
1 
day of CU's summer semester, the CU ban and we're not 
has produced little student happy about them," states 1 
reaction, but Cruff claims Leslie Jay, a Penthouse •
1
. 
"everyone else is happy with spokeswoman. "Basically, it's 
the decision. I continue to a form of censorship." · 
receive letters of support from . The controversial September ! 
people off campus." issue sold well over five million ' 
Cruff says he had_ long copies,·Jay claims. 
considered the ban, and the "lt was our all-time best- • 
Wifliams photos finalized his · seller;" she adds. "For the first I 
decision: time _in 15 years, we went back · 
CU Feminist Alliance and · to press a second time." I 
Lesbian Caucus members, who Jay says the September 
lobbied for the move since at issue's success is driving up 1 
least 1981, are happy Cruff's distributor requests for the ; 
action was a personal choice, January edition, which will 1 
not a result of their pressure. contain more Williams photos. l 
The CU outlet s·old 30 to 50 
copies monthly of both 
Penthouse and Playboy, but 
Cruff maintains the ban won't 
affect sales figures. 
Thirty new faculty appointments 
By Susan Williams 
The 1984-85 academic year Nadine Posner - position -
opens with 30 new Faculty Assistant Professor of 
appointments. Dr. DeNicola Religion. _ 
appointed the new members, B.A. - Boston University 
most of whom were hired Subject - Philosophy and M. 
during this past spring and Ed. in Social Studies. 
summer. The new faculty M.A. - 1978 - New York 
members have been hired to fill University 
positions in . most of the - Subject - Near Eastern 
academic departments. Languages 
Philosophy Ph.D. - date - New York Uni-
Christopher D. Cordner · - versity 
position - replacing Professor Subject - Near Eastern 
Hoyt Edge who is on a year Languag-es - She speaks 
long sabbatical. Arabic, Aramic, French, 
B.A. - 1971 - Belbourne German, Hebrew and Syriac. 
University - Honors Psychology Department 
Subject - Philosophy and Dennis J. Delparto - position 
English Literature - He went to - Visiting Professor of Psychol-
Oxford as a Rhodes Scholar ogy for Fall, 1984. Replacing 
earning B. Phil. 1974 and -0. Dr. Maria Ruiz who recently 
McKnight Fellowship to 
support her post doctoral 
studies at the John Hopkins 
University. 
-B.A. - 1963 - Washington and 
Jefferson College 
Subject - Psychology 
M.A. - 1965 - Ohio Univer-
sity 
Subject - Psychology 
Ph.D. - 1968 - Michigan State 
University 
Subject - Psychology 
Robert B. Thompson - position -
Visiting Assistant t?rofessor of 
Psychology and Director of the 
Child Center for 1984-85 
B.A. - 1976 ·. Hampden - Syd-
ney College 
Subject -Psychology 
M.A. - 1981 - William and 
., . Phil. in 1981. .. ,. ...... V,. ~ , • • foupd she ha~ received a Mary 
continued on page 8 
• 
New faculty 
continued from page 7 
Subject General 
Psychology 
Ph.D. Just completed - Uni-
versity of Florida 
Subject - Developmental 
Psychology 
Sara Lynn Banks - position -
Assistant Professor of 
Psychology at the Patrick Air 
Force Base Branch of Rollins. 
B.A. - University of Maryland 
-magna cum laude 
Subject - Psychology 
M.A. - Ball State University 
Subject - Psy"chology 
English Department 
Alan L. E//er-position:Associ-
ate Dean of the College an'd 
Assistant Professor of English 
B.A. - Columbia College 
Subject - English 
M.A. - University of Toledo 
Subject - English 
Ph.D. -1978-SUNY - Binham-
ton 
Subject - Old English 
Language and Literature. 
Judith F. Tarver-position -In-
structor of English and Director 
of the Writing Laboratory. 
BA-Rollins 
Subject - English 
The past two years she has 
been a Teaching Fellow at 
Rollins and an Adjunct 
Instructor- at Valencia 
Community College. A Teach-
ing Fellow is one who teaches 
for a specific time period. 
Melody Starling· - position -
Teaching Fellow in the English 
Department. 
B.A. - Florida State Univer-
sity - cum laude 
M.A.T. -1983 - Rollins 
Subjects - English 
Foreign Language Department 
John A. Heath - position -
Assistant Professor of 
Classics 
B.A. - 1977 - Pomona Col-
lege 
Subject - Classics 
M.A. -1980- Stanford 
Subject - Classics 
Ph.D. - 1982- Stanford 
Subject - Classics 
Kathleen A. Johnson - posi-
tion - Visiting Assistant 
Professor of French 
B.A. - 1976 - University of 
California 
Subject - French 
M.A. - 1978 - University of 
California 
Subject - French 
Ph.D. - 1984 - University of · 
California 
Subject - French 
Judith D. Luckett - position -
Teaching Fellow in Spanish 
B.A. - Northern Illinois Uni-
versity 
Subject - Spanish 
M.Ed. - Rollins 
Political Science Department 
Richard E. Foglesong - posi-
tion - Professor of Political 
Science 
B.A.- - 1970 - Drury College 
Subject - Political Science 
and History 
M.A. - 1973 - Unlversity of 
Chicago 
Subjects - Social Science 
and Political Science 
Ph.D. - 1981 - University of 
Chicago 
Subject - Social Science and 
Political Science 
Biology Department 
Donald H. Manst ield posi-. 
tion - Visiting Assistant Pro-
fessor 
B.A. - 1973 - The Colorado 
College - cum laude 
M.S. - 1977 - University of 
British Columbia 
Subject - Botany 
Doctory of Arts in Biology -
1979 - Idaho State University 
Environmental Departments 
Joseph V. Siry - position -
Assistant Professor of 
Environmental Studies · 
B.A. -1971 - Emory University 
with honors 
Ph.D. - 1981 - University of · 
California at Santa Barbara 
Subject - t-fistory 
Dance Department . · 
W. Robert Sherry - position -
Assistant Professor of Dance 
from Southern Methodist Uni-
versity . 
B.S. - 1979 - Indiana Univer-
sity 
Subject - Dancd 
Math Department 
James H. Wahals - position 
Professor of Mathematics 
B.S. -William and Mary 
Subject - Mathematics 
M.A. - University of North 
Carolina 
Subject - Mathematics 
Ph.D. - University of North 
Carolina 
Subject - Mathematics 
Donna Williams - position -
Visiting Instructor of 
Mathematics and ~omputer 
Science 
S.S .. - Harding College -
magna cum laude 
SEMES I ER IN SPAIN 
Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, ··m 0etWeen" 
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!! 
BEGINNERORADVANCED-Cost isabou the 
same as a semester in a U.S. college: 3,380. 
Price includes jet round trip to Sevilfe from 
New York, room, board, and tuition com-
plete. Government grants and oa s may be 
applied towards our programs. 
college you attend 
your name 
vour present street address 
c11y state 
fl you would like Information on future program, give 
permanent addre11 below. 
your permanent street address 
ZIP 
city state 11p 
Live with a Spanish fam11y, attend classes 
four hours a day, four days a week, four 
months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalent to 4 
eme ter taught in U.S. colleges over a two 
year time span). Your Spanish studies will be 
enhanced by opportunities not available in a 
U.S. classroom. Standardized tests show our 
students' language skills superior to students 
completing two year programs in U.S. 
Advanced courses also. 
Hurry, i.t takes a lot of time to make all ar-
rangements. 
SPRING SEMESTER - Jan. 30 - May 29 
FALL SEMESTER - Aug. 29 - Dec. 19 
each year. 
FULLY ACCREDITED -A Program of Trinity 
Christian College. _ 
For full information - send coupon to: 
SEMESTER IN SPAIN 
2442 E. Collier S.E., F-5 
Grand Rapids, Michigan '49506 
(A Program of Trinity Christian College) 
tr PAYS To USE 
RO-LLINS SANDSPUR 
1IDJw I rm, .n_. 1 o 
... . . .. -.. - . 
Subject - Chemistry and 
Math 
M.A. - University of Florida 
Subject - Mathematics and 
Computer Science 
Kathryn D. Underdown -
position - Teaching Fellow in 
Mathematics · 
B.S. - 1972 - George College 
Subject - Mathematics 
M.S. - no date - Clemson 
University 
Subject - Mathematics 
Theater Department 
Edward G. Seige'! - position -
Visiting Instructor .of the 
Theater Arts 
B.A. - State University Col-
lege at Fredonia 
Subject -Theater Arts 
Ginny J. Hartigan - position -
Visi-t~ng Instructor of the 
Theater Arts 
B.A. - State University 
College at Fredonia 
Subj~ct -Theater Arts . 
Ginny J. Hartigan - position 
Teaching Fellow in Speech 
B.A. - Humboldt State Uni-
versity 
:.. Subject -Theater Arts 
M.A. -,1982 - San Diego State 
University · 
Subject -Theater Arts 
Jerry W. Miller - position -
Adjunct Professor in the 
Department of Theater 
B.A. - University of Illinois 
Subject -Teaching of Speech 
M.A. - Universitv of Illinois 
Computer Science Department · 
Wilfred Ramlall - position -
Assistant Professor of 
Computer Information systems 
at the Patrick Air Force Base 
Branch 
GIVE TO THE 
AMERICAN 
CANCER ~IETY. 
This lfPIC8 contribultld • a public service 
B.,A.. - Baruch College 
Subject - Business Adminis-
tration 
M.B.A. - Fairleigh Dickinson 
University 
Economics Department 
Charles P. Rock - position 
Assistant Professor of 
Economics 
B.A. - 1970 - Williams Col-
lege honors 
Subject - Psychology 
M.A. - 1979 - Ohio Univer-
sity 
Subject International 
Studies and Economics 
Business Studies 
Barbara Frew - position-Assis-
tant Professor of Marketing 
B.A. -1966- Upsala College 
Subject - Operations Re-
~earch and Managem~nt 
Science 
Crummer Graduate School 
William A. Brown - position -
Visiting Associate Professor ot 
Management Degrees from 
University of Maryland, George 
Washington University and 
Nova University. 
Ralph E. Drtina-position-Assoc 
ciate Professor of Accounting 
. B.S. - Florida State Univer-
sity 
M.B.A. - Florida State Uni-
versity 
Subject - Public financial 
management, public policy and 
analysis. 
Serge Matulich-position - Pro-
fessor df Accounting 
S.S. - 1964 - California State 
University, Sacramento 
Ph.D. - 1971 - University of 
California 
Donald R. . Plane-position-Pro-
fessor of Management Science 




M.B.A. - 1963 - Indiana Uni-
versity . 
D.B.A. - 1965 - Indiana Uni-
versity 
Continuing Education 
Robert A. Mil/er-position - Dir-
ector of the Division of Contin-
uing Education and Associ-
ate Dean of the Faculty 
B.A. - 1965 - Alfred Univer-
sity 
Sul:;>ject - History and Politi-
cal Science-
M.A. - 1965 - Public Affairs 
(SUNY) 
Subject - Political Science 
Ph.D. - 1974 - Syracuse Uni-
versity 
Subject - Political Science 
and Public Administration 
Library Faculty 
Edna S. McClellan - position -
Associate Professor in the 
library faculty and Head 
Catalog Librarian 
B.A. - Lyndon State College 
Subject - Education 
M.L.S. - Florida State Uni-
versity 
M.A.T. - University of 
Vermont 
. }~~Jbject - English 
• ,·,·,.•,·-
4 
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A day in the life of P.E. Trock 
By Judy Miles 
Stranded in the mountains of West Virginia, I 
pondered what would become of my miserable 
life. I was helpless, unable to speak, immobilized, 
and above all, buried ½ inch beneath a deathly 
layer of soil and rubbish which people tossed 
upon my person. Many people walked by without 
so much as a "hello". They merely stepped on me 
(damned Nike's!), causing me to burrow deeper 
and deeper into the earth's core. 
Finally one day, I was rescued from all of my 
subterranean tribulation. I heard three very . 
distinct voices, believing them to be women. My 
assumption was correct. "Where's the Beef?" my 
Saviour, an elderly fat woman said as she dug me 
from my tomb. Next thing I knew the old bat had 
thrown me in her purse! It was a rough flight, but I 
landed safely atop a package of Puffs. Beside me 
stood Ex-Lax, Geritol, and Glamour Goo-ah! 
Something familiar! A package f Marlboro Lights 
lOO's (many of hich had fallen about my 
mountain abode). I feJI asleep and was soon 
awakened s I was being removed from my rest 
spot. Where am I? 
Soon to y relief I discovered m self amongst 
my own kin . At first I thought it rock concert, 
but a human behind our counter kept calling us 
"Pet Rocks". The name sounded good, but soon I 
was roughly hauled into my 0\_1/n private holding 
cell, The Pet Rock Box. I was scared, alone again, 
and trapped in the dark. Fortunately, I wasn't in 
that predicament long. · 
One of the females purchased me, She called 
herself Muffy ... then called me Buffy ( Jesus God!). 
She told the clerk that she lived at Rollins College 
(where?). She took me with her. Upon reaching 
our new home, she thrust me down upon a 
wooden platform with gum under it called a shelf. 
Soon she was accompanied by a vicious 
creature ... the male of the species. On his 
polyester chest was a bizarre emblem ... and "X''. 
They starfe_d drinking Fall ,City Beer and then 
began uh ... (2 activities which I had 'frequently 
viewed in the roountains). THe male smoked. a 
cigarette and stared into my eyes. 
"What a waste of time and money!" _he catted 
me. Observing his performance with Muffy., t'd 
have s id the same. He evidently read my mind 
as he grabbed my body and hurled me violently 
throu h the glass Plane (the Hell I endure for 
these humans!). 
· Aching, I 01issed my West Virginia Hellho . Then 
my hu t .resided . as I apprais my new 
surroundings. 
"Annie Russel Theatre" 
At first I was certain I'd landed smack in the 
middle of Commie Russia ·herself. J" ... A Night in 
the Ukrain.e" it read. Just what I needed, oh 
Mary! Crimes of the Heart, The Hostage - my 
goodness! These . humans are a violent lot! But 
seeing no sold' 
vanum began se 
me, thinking m 
racoonism all o 
spotted a cat e 
Being a quad 
much. So I decid 
my, travels. As I 
zooming by, ano 
me. A male nam 










whom I ha 
came in today. 
admired my lusc· 
work, Bari. You're 
nice paperweight. 
There you hav 
now. And be sure 
Day in the Life of 
. The cultural phenomenon Of-·The RockY Horror Pict~re Show 
"-Every college student, nation-wide, will have at 
least one opportunity during -her/his academic 
career to expose her /himself to culture of the 
extreme: The Rocky Horror Picture Show. Most 
students attend this qultural phenomenon for the 
sake of a freak show, but in reality Rocky ... offers 
much more to those who look for it. 
This 1975 film version qt the high-camp/horror 
London musical-comedy is currently the longest 
running cult film making the midnight-movie 
circuit. The audiences consist of an immense 
diversity of backgrounds: typical Harold and 
Gladys couples who want to see what "one" 
looks like, college students looking for a wild time, 
groupies who've seen the film 50 plus times, 
heavy leather freaks, drug fiends, screaming 
queens, nuns, psychoanalysts, psychopaths, and 
you and me. The cast stars British rock star, Tm 
Curry, and also features the likes of Susarn 
Sarandon, Barry Bostwick, and Little Nell ( once a 
British porn-queen). 
Throwing rice, dancing in the aisles, shouting in 
synchronized voice, absolute madness - all are 
strict etiquette at RHPS. Those unfortunate first 
timers who are discovered by the regulars are 
labled "virgins" and one particularly shy virgin is 
graced with being the "virgin sacrifice" of the 
evening. This all may sound like complete insanity 
to our readers but there's more here than wanton 
abandon - it's strength ... 
... The real RHPS groupies can tell you, it's the 
power that comes· from ·associat~ng with 200 
hundred other people just as vegged-out as 
yourself. Columbia (played b')! Little Nell)· has one 
line that says it all: "Stay sane inside insanity!": and 
we do. When the fast-paced bass on "The Time 
Warp" begins it weekly run, the audience goes 
wild with aural rapture. And where as during the 
week, we may scoff at and view with disgust our 
non-WASPish surroundings, at RHPS we scream in 
delight when Tjm Curry lets go with "Sweet 
Transvestite" and Meatloaf jams with "Hot 
Patootie". 
A celebration of the Decadent: transvestism, 
pedophilia, murder, group sex, swinging, you 
name it - RHPS could be just that. However, the 
likelihooa is slim. If studied carefully the film seems 
to condemn these things as everybody 
participating dies in the end. What's more is the 
condemnation is more towards EXCESS - all 
things In moderation, didn't some Chinese guy 
say? In the film, none of the characters know 
what sucrn moderation is. For us, the groupies, it's 
a chance to top being white-collar and to 
become pink-triangle. 
If it isn't obvious already, yes, I was once a RHPS 
groupie, having seen trne film eighty-four times. 
Sixty- Ix more and I'd get an honorary pin from Sal 
Plrlno, president of the RHPS fan dub. Since those 
occasionally why 
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1med down. Just as my 
a rabid racoon lept upon 
He slobbered his nasty 
but gave up when he 





ge: Bari Watkins". 
ought, so sincere and . 
r of my new mistress 
Ing by in his convertible 
turned to. Bari, smiled, 
·xJy and said ... "Good 
a great job. By the way, 
at peace with myself 
y autobiography .... A 
k. 
.... gave me, a once 
, the vista to become 
t" (as Janet says in 
~ many hilarious musical 
ve not regretted. 
t written to make an 
f the Night" but rather 
n _that everyone should 
o many, RHPS is merely 
eirdos who have no 
a.m. To others, it's a fun 
and Saturday nights ~ 
llins students would 
those RHPS groupies, 
our work uniforms, our 
onservative facades, 
says, "Give ourselves 
mature? Probably. But 
will do the Time Warp 
Rocks In Our Heads? 
I really love rock music. Not all forms, but there's 
a basic, primal beat that makes rock-n-roll one of 
my f avorif e music genres. I'd venture to say that 
in fact, rock-n-roll is generally accepted as _Rollins 
favorite music genre (Rollins, meaning the student 
body.) 
However, could this obsession with rock music 
mean we have rocks in our heads? Of course not, 
but there is the fact that very little else is heard on 
campus. WPRK does provide us with classical 
music from 12-9, 6 days a week and does indeed 
play contemporary music -from 9-11 on those 
nights. However, the scope of these 12 hours -of 
contemporary music is severely limited. Would it 
not be nice to hear some Jazz, Show tunes, 
cot1ntry, soul, forei@n _music once i a blue moon? 
ID THINK SO, AFTER ALL VARIETY IS °THE Spice of 
Life 
L f''s not forget what we hea~ in the dorms! This 
ma sound crdzy, but just once, wouldn't you 
ratHer be rudely awakened in the wee hour of 
the· morning by Bing Crosby rather than Twistea 
Sister? How many times have you walked down · 
youn hallway to hear Beverly Sills or Luci no· 
Pav rotti beHowing from within anot room? 
When did a car raaio drive by sting your ear 
drums with .tunes from No - ·, Nanette? Yes, this 
is all rather silly, b t we do indeed have a 
drastically limit scope of musical tastes on 
campus. 
The e is hope however. I have seen factions of 
funk enthusiasts, jazz lovers, and easy listening 
freaks. It's pleasant to hear something other than 
lhe films of Rock Hudson 
· Compiled by VIVie~ne Sequiera Battle Hymn 
Fighter Squadron 1948 Something of Value 
Undertow 1949 A Farewell to Arms 
I Was A Shoplifter 1950 The Tarnished Angels 1958 
One Way Street Twilight for the Gods 
Winchester '73 This Earth is Mine 1959 
Peggy Pillow Talk 
The Desert Hawk The Last Sunset 1961 
Shakedown Come September 
Double Crossbones Lover Come Back 1962 
Tomahawk 1951 The Spiral Road 
Air Cadet Marilyn 1963 
ifhe Fat Man A Gathering of Eagles 
iThe Iron Man Man's Favorite Sport? 1964 
Bright Victory Send Me No Flowers 
Here Come the Nelsons 1952 Strange Bedfellows 1965 
Bend of the River A Very Special Favor 
Scar1et Angle Blindfold 1966' 
Has Anyone Seen My Gal? Seconds 1967 
Horizons West Tobruk 1968 
iThe Lawless Breed 19!i1 
Seminole 
Sea Devils ( UK) Seconds 
The Gotden Blade Tobruk · 1967 
Yun Fury Ice Station Zebra 1968 
Back to God's Country Ruba al Prossimo Tuo 1969 
l"aza, Son of Cochise 1954 A Fine Pair 
Magnificent Obsession The Undefeated 
Bengal Brigade The Hornet's Nest 1970 
Captain Lightfoot 1956 Darling Lili 
One Desire Pretty Maids All in a Row 1971 
All That Heaven Allows 1966 Sho\Ndown 1973 
Never Say Goodbye Embryo 1976 
Giant Avalanche 1978 
Written on the Wmd 1957 The Mirror Crack'd 1911) 
Duran ran on Saturday nig~t. Now don·t let this 
be inter reted anti-rock ... God no. There's 
nothing like the savage drums that set one's hips 
into motion ... but likewise, there' nothing like 
continuous savage drums to send one's sanity 
into orbit. Thus I leave you with the message that 
there's a whole wide world of music out there just 
waiting to be explored ... but of course, rock-n-roll 
is h~re to stay! 
Roe on 
Attention all nature-lovers, adventure-seekers, 
and go-getters on campus, it's time to add to 
your list of experiences - a'nd participate with 
others like yourselves! The Rollins Outdoor Club is 
here for you to join with others who enjoy similar 
activities, be it biking, surfing, diving,· mountain-
climbing, white-water raftinQ, survival trips, or 
better yet, dining on such d~ltcacies as heart of 
·palm and the ever popular mmadillo. 
Fun however, is not C 's only function; the group 
is equally devote to ou1r environment and 
ecology, with ever.tts ltke ~rth Day ( ~elebrated in 
the spring) th re ~en to all students. Several 
trips for th J::-85 school year are being arranged 
· that promise to be · exhilarating. The primary 
requiremeflt to be a member in good standing is 
· involvement- in . at least one of the planned 
outings. These trips tend to be thrilling, completely 
boring, lax or life-threatening (kind of like 
V{hatever you make of it, see?) Increase your 
diversity and add to the spice of life with one of 
Rollins' most ACTIVE organizations - ROC. 
... and then there was Rock 
And verily She spoke-
My Godly sense of Humour 
tells Me, 
TIS time to indulge the mischief 
which swells in Me 
Time for Creation and More 
Yes, 0 sweet earthlings 
Your Goddess has chosen 
A most efficient Bore. 
Thy name is Rock . 
Plain and hard 
Thine Uses are many 
Thine appeal is Zilch 
You'll be found in Music, 
Chairs, and Yard. 
Let them Throw You as 
Weapon 
Let Them Shape You like Clay 
let Them Transform You to 
Melody 
As They Fondle You in Study 
Well, Come What May ... 
... Thoust Students do readeth 
My Poem of Thine Foolery 
0 Howst Your Simplicity Hath 
Become The Complecks 
Just Wait, chftluns 
and you'H see ... 
What Thine Editor Hath done 





is limited to only 
500 students ... 
. .. maybe 
you'll be one! 
Study around the world, visiting Japan, Korea, Taiwan, 
Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, India, Egypt, Turkey, Greece and 
Spain. , 
Choose from 60 voyage-related courses to earn 12-15 
transferable hours of credit from the University of Pittsburgh. 
Develop an awareness of our relationship with other 
countries and a first-hand understanding of world issues. 
Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, 
race or creed. 
SEMESTER AT SEA 
For details, write or call~ 
(800) 854-0195 
toll-free 
Institute for Shipboard Education 
University of Pittsburgh 
2E Forbes Quadrangle • Pittsburgh, PA 15260 
Seafood & Oyster Bar 
. WINTER PARK 
WEDNESDAY 
ROLLINS NIGHT 
COME EAT 15c OYSTERS BEFORE 
YOU GO TO CROC CLUB 
CRAB SPECIALS TUES. & WED. NIGHT 
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL SPECIALS 
HAPPY HOUR MON.-FRI. 4-6 
15coYSTERS 
soc DRAFTS 
STANLEY H. 1K,APLAN 
A REPUTATION THAT IPEAII FOR ITIELFI 
THE PIZZA PUB 
IS UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT!!! 
HARVEST MOON'S PIZZA PUB 
140 West Fairbanks· 
(Right next to Rollins' Campus!) . 
Wild Wednesdays & Super Sundays! 
All you can eat for $3.89 from 5 P.M.-8:30 P.M. 
One free trip to salad bar anytime 
a pizza is ordered! 
WE HONOR COUPONS BROUGHT 
TO US BY ANY COMPETITOR!!! 
(one coupon per order, please) 
$3.25 Bud 6-packs to go with orders 
FREE .DELIVERY!!! 
MANY OTHER SPECIALS!!! 
For deliveries or information: · 
CALL 628-2698 
White Pumps On Taupe! 
"Fashion Footwear and Accessories For Women" 
535 Park Avenue, North, Winter Park, Fla 32789 
(305) 628-5141 
Artistic happenings around town 
An "Evening of Classical Spanish Music for Piano" will 
be presented at 8 p.m. Oct. 8 in the Rogers Room of 
Keene Hall at Rollins College. 
Free and open to the public, the performance features 
critically acclaimed pianist Olga Llano Kuehl, who 
received her bachelor of . music degree from Rollins 
College in 1949. She received a master's degree from 
Northwestern University and a doctorate from the College-
Conservatory of Music of the University of Chicago. 
A Tampa, FL, native,l{uehl draws on varied professional 
teaching and performing experience, including as soloist 
with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. She also 
performed at Carnegie Hall. _ 
Her program at Rollins includes three sonatas from the 
18th century, one by Mateo Albeniz and two by Padre 
Antonio Soler. Also included are '·'Andaluza (Danza 
Espanola No. 5)"; "Quejas o La Meja y el Ruisenor" by 
Enrique Granados; "Allegro de Concierto"; "Danza de ·1a 
Pastora" by Ernesto Halffter; "Trois Variations" by Freaerico 
Mompou; "Sevilla"; "Rumores de le Coleta" by Isaac 
Albeniz; "~turias"; and "Triana" from "Suite Iberia." 
The member artists of the Creative Art Gallery cordially · 
invite you to experience an exciting theme exhibit_ of fin~ 
art and craft work entitled, Triadic Expressions. Each art 
piece in this theme show will be triadic -:- that ts created 
with three media, three colors, three subjects, etc. 
The show will run from October 2 through November 10, 
with an opening reception on Friday, October 12 from 
7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. The gallery is open to the public 
Tuesday through Saturday from 11 a.m.-4 p.m. and is 
located in the Hidden Gardens area off Park Avenue at 
324 N. Park Avenue, Winter Park. 




Concerti i ne 427-ROCK 
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Visit the Creative Art Gallery soon. It is the artist's 
cooperative gallery comprised of a membership of 
award winning area craftsmen and fine artists. Telephone 
at the gallery i's 64 7-6858. 
Triadic Expressions will be followed by Creative 
Christmas - The Third Annual Christmas Handcraft & 
Art Collection which will run November 13 through 
December 22. 
In a rare public performance, since his retirement 20 
years ago, Cary Grant will grace the stage of Tupperware 
Auditorium, Monday, October 15, at 8:00 p.m. 
The event, under the sponsorship of NCNB National Bank 
and the Central Florida Ford Dealers, highlights Mr. Grant's 
five decade and 70-plus movie career. 
An eight minute film clip of Grant as lover and 
laughmaker - a movie montage_ presented at the 1970 
Oscar presentations - sets the stage for the arrival of the 
man, wh,o at 80, commands the awe of millions for his 
personal touch of class, wit, charm and romantic idealism. 
With the house lights h.igh, Grant fields questions from 
the audience, orchestrating participation with 
microphone monitors throughout the auditorium. · 
With proceeds to benefit The Council of Arts and 
Sciences/ ARTSFEST '85, ticket pr_ices are S25, S20, and S15, 
_ with special VIP tickets at S65, which include a black-tie 
optional champagne reception from 6:30 'til 7:45 p.m. 
and preferred VIP se·ating; 
With public sales to begin September 1, reservations 
_ can be made by dialing THE ARTS, 843-2787. 
The FOCUS Gallery of Fine Art Photography offers a 
· variety of photographic images interpreting the theme 
"It's In The Bag." The fourteen co-op members, each 
. working in their own creative style, interpret a common 
theme to provide a unique and _ interesting "gallery 
experience" for the viewer. The exhibition will run from 
October 3 to November 10. 
The public is invited to · a reception for the 
photographers on Friday, October 12, 7:30 p.m. at the 
· FOCUS Gallery, upstairs above Creative Art Gallery, 324 
Park Avenue, North, in Winter Park. 
FOCUS Gallery is open Tuesday through Saturday, 1 T:00 
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Admission is free. Details: 64 7-6858. 
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Ne.ws from Ireland 
The Sandspur is trying to 
initiate an 11 international 
section" to the paper by 
using articles sent to us from 
Rollins' students studying in 
Australia and Ireland. While 
we would like to print 
international articles in 
every issue, the mail service 
between the various 
countries makes this 
impossible. 
This article was sent to us 
by Alice Miller, a junior who 
is now studying in Ireland. 
By Alice Miller 
I can understand why the 
color green is associated 
with Ireland - it is found 
everywhere and is many 
different shades. I was 
struck as well by the 
numerous rose gardens, 
each one impeccably kept 
and containing not one 
shade of rose, except for 
about four or five. And the 
children! According to 
statistics, the average 
number of children in an 
Irish family is 6.5 (the U.S. is a 
petite 2.5) and it !~proved 
everywhere I look. But, I 
$Uppose the nicest thing is 
not really knowing what to 
expect, and thus I can 
never be disappointed. 
From the hustle of 
O'Connell St. to the 
remoteness of the Aran 
Island, from the friendly, 
intimate pubs to the clear 
mountain lakes, Ireland is 
quite an experience. 
But now I'm sounding like 
a travel poster - "The most 
interesting people go to 
Ireland ... " staying with a 
family really enhances my 
studies here because the 
family is, essentially, the 
foundation of· any country. 
Naturally I miss some of that 
collegiate stuff, such as the 
greasy nachos of the pub ( 
no tortillas here - not even 
a Chi-Chi's). strawberry 
daquiri parties ( I described 
them to one professor and 
he looked horrified - ''you 
drink that?"), and, of 
course, Thursday nights at 
Park Ave. But I think I'll 
survive. For one thing, I'm 
eating much better than I 
could at Beans - even the 
French frjes (chips) are 
homemade. Plus, Codbury 
has its factory in Dublin, 
which means that~ the 
world's most delectable 
chocolate ls at my disposal 
for a mere 26p ( about 30¢ 
- a price 7-11 can't 
compete with.) Fortunately 
my transportation is almost 
always by foot, which is 
really the best way to get 
around. Susses are quite_ 
"dear" (expensive) at 50p 
a ride, and I don't think I'll 
try to drive while I'm here, 
not until they drive on the 
correct side of the road. 
I find that I appreciate 
Dublin more when I travel 
away from it. A few 
weekends ago the entire 
group went to the Aran 
Islands off the west coast 
(the closest I'll be to home 
for quite awhile.) We were 
on the largest of the three 
islands, lnishmore. The 
entire island is divided by 
stone wall after stone wall. 
At night the wind lashed 
through the loosely-fitted 
stones and created a 
powerful howling noise, 
and even though I was with 
friends, I felt-quite alone. It is 
easy to understand how 
people go crazy in such a 
place. Then we'd step into 
a warm, smokey pub where 
I learned to enjoy Harp ( a 
beer) with lime (it cuts the 
bitterness.) We were 
entertained by ballad 
singers who seemed to 
intone their songs rather 
than sing. One man made 
us sing a song every time 
he sang one, and I think 
Ireland has many more 
national songs than the U.S. 
Dublin's smog and numbers 
( 800 people live on this 
island and the largest 
single employer is a 
seaweed factory which 
employs 27 women) was 
certainly a contrast, but a 
welcome one. 
I have already taken 
advantage of Dublin's 
several fine theatres, from a 
pessimistic Beckett 
Endgame, to 11Thirst" by 
Fiann O'Brien, an hilarious 
one-act about after-hours 
in a country pub. The movie 
theatres are quite different 
from ours. They are much 
neater, and the screen Is 
set far away from the front 
row, so you never have to 
crane your neck. Film 
prices, however, are just as 
exorbitant unless you can 
catch a weekday matinee . . 
If you decide that you'd 
like to come here someday 
as well, there are a few· 
things you should know: 
"biscuits" are cookies; 
I, & & A ..._ A. A .A. .6- A .a • ._ .. ••••• •• •· ,.. , - I ,.. ' i t t r • 
"scones" are biscuits; 
"crisps" are · potato _ chips; 
"knickers" are underwear; 
"vests" are undershirts; 
"lager" is beer; and, most 
importantly, never, never 
ask for a ride, always ask for 
a lift. Also, you'll find that 
you- can't go through the 
day without at least one 
cup of hot tea (with milk) 
and get used to getting wet 
- it rains every day, only · 
you're never sure when. Just 
a few more thoughts before 
_ I end - leprechauns. are an 
overrated, commercialized 
myth with no solid founda-
tion whatsoever, but I have -
caught glimpses of a few 
fairies (in Killarney no less, 
Dr. O'Sullivan), and, Dr. 
Starling, I think that the Irish 
talk even faster than those 
·pesky Yanks (even I have 
trouble understanding 
them at times.) Enjoy the 
sun and save some for me. 
Term Paper 
Assistance Program 
Students can now receive 
librarian assistance for Library 
research. The library research. 
The librarian will spend about a 
half hour in discussing how 
best to approach the research. 
,Possible sources and how to 
use them will also he 
discussed. To sign up for the 
term paper assistance 
program, fill out the TAP form 
(available at the Reference 
desk) and return it to a librarian 
who will then schedule an 
appointment. 
MEMO TO: ALL 
ROLLINS STUDENTS 
Look for your own 
personal Rollins Outdoor 
Club membership card in 
your mailbox soon. 
1. This car entitlec you 
to attend R.O.C. trips 
2. Check our equipment 
· for your personal trips 
3. If you wish to become 
a VOTING AOC member; 
you must attend ; AOC 
meetings and help plan 
and administrate at 
least one AOC activity. 
ports 
10% OFF FOR ROLLINS 
WITH THIS AD! 
at Aloma Shopping Center 
Aloma Avenue 
Call 677~81 66 
Surf Reports! -Call: 677-SURF 
SKATEBOARDS! CASUAL SHIRTS! 
Bucci and yuarne~ sunglasses! 
LOW PRICES! ! ! 
* Surf T earns Are Now Forming! * 
DO~~ YOUR DOG PT HOME 
HEAR ABOU·r YOU? 
NHY NO'r SE;·m HIM P, SUBSCRIPT ro:J 
• . .:r-0 .:rHE ·!',SA~D.~ .oun•!' I:) · • • • • • , , 




By Dq_ye Sarney 
~ - Ted "Super Station" Turner, · everyone's favorite 
self-made man, is at it again. This time he is planning to 
open up his own music video channel on cable. The new 
station should be on the air by early December. The Thin 
White Duke (aka David Bowie) has colaborated with 
jazzster Pat Metheny on the sourid track of a new movie 
called The Falcon and the Snowman. The film is due out 
in December and a- video, co-starring Bowie will be 
released. in t~e near future. Also in the duets column, you 
guessed ,t, Michael ~ackson and The Pope. Well, not really 
... but almost. The two were booked into the same stadium 
in Canada. Split second timing and cooperation by the 
roadies of both shows is credited for lack of foul-ups. 
Speaking of The Pope, His four of Canada was so popular 
that "His Hipnes" is releasing a video cassette of some of 
the hotter shows. If that wasn't bad enough, Columbia 
Records is planning a one-dollar price hike on some of 
their premiere fall releases. Then ew list price of S9.98 is 
supposed to offset "rising costs of r:nanufacturing and 
marketing ... " Yoko Ono is planning to open a John Lennon 
Museum in New York later on this year. The museum will be 
used to sell Lennon "artifacts" to wealth, make that very 
wealth, shoppers. 
~!iffli¥h41- Mr. T, Mr . .T's Commandment ... the J. Geils 
Band, You're Gettin' Even While I'm Gettin' · Odd ... 
Krokus, The Blitz ... Hall & Oates, Bi_g Bang Boom ... David 
Bowie, Tonight ... Southside Johnny and the Jukes, In the 
Heat ... Black Uhuru, Ant-hem ... The Fixx, Phantoms ... 
[]i.1 tlim ~ -The Tubes, George Thorogood, Sting, James 
Cotton, Dave Mason, R.E.O. Speedwagon, Mick Jagger, 
and America. 
tm, imm - Rod Stewart (10/5 Jacksonville, ·10/6 Tampa), 
Johnny Winter (10/3 Tampa), Spyro Gyro (10/9 
Clearwater), Eddie Money (10/15 Orlando), Billy 
Squier/Rott (10/25 Lakeland, 10/28 Gainesville), Dio 
(11/13 Lakeland), Elton John (10/12 Tampa, There will be 
NO Elton John show in Orlando), Pat Metheny (ll/24 
Tampa), Rush (12/5 & 12/6 Lakeland), R.E.O. Speedwagon 
(12/14 Lakeland). ·-
JS 
Max Dagger: Rock and Roll with 
¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥Style¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ 
by David Greenberg 
I guess you could call it "Zen and the art of rock and 
roll." For such was the case when Max Dagger recently 
brought their own innovative style to Decades. 
The group formed about a year ago, but you would 
never guess it from the tightness of their act. The band 
(Randy Kidd - vocals and guitar, Charles "Ultra Max" -
keyboards, Orlando Column - guitar, Larry Martiny - bass, 
Randy Rowsey- drums) seems to use the Zen philosophy 
of not concentrating on an act, but rather letting it flow ... 
do what comes naturally. In fact, the biggest dilemma 
that Kidd had w9s the task of showing his moves on the 
claustrophobic stage. 
~owever, there is more to _Max Dagger than the show; 
there is the music. The group's repertoire consists of both 
cover tunes and originals, many of which are political in 
their the111e. Of the former, Dagger achieves a semi-
iconoclastic image by not only using a wide range of 
bands, but also selectlng the more talented songs rather 
th9n th~ commercialized, sexually oriented tunes. This 
proves . to be far more appropriate for the cultured 
audiences that are in local nightclubs on weekend nights. 
They play everything from B.B. King to the Clash, from the 
Stones to the Doors, from Tor;n Petty to the Talking Heads, 
and much more, 
Kidd, who looks very similar to Little Steven (of the 
Disciples of Soul), also adds his unique vocals to these 
songs. For instance, The Doors' "Roadhouse Blues" was 
performed in a more rockish, less R & B style. 
It should also be noted that Dagger has one of the most 
clear crisp sounds this writer has ever heard at Decades. 
The originals include such songs as "Minimum_ Wage", 
"They Call it War", "Living with the Clocks" ("you punch it in, 
punch it out, you got to wrok, what's it all about?"), 
"Having A Meltdown", and "Nuclear Man". These 
_ generally lean towards a new wave or Reggae beat. The 
style is still original, however. Of the latter two songs listed, 
a few types of music -are blended together. In fact, if you 
ask Kidd, who once played in a band with Billy Squier, to 
classify Jhem, he'll chuckle and say that ''You'll have to do 
that yourself. I'm not exactly sure." . * 
Yes, Vanity, there is life after Prince 
By Frida Layy 
In 1982, punk/funk star be ready for some of that 
Prince Roger Nelson pr.o- limelight also: Her first solo 
duced the debut album of album, Wild Animal, just 
a three female funk band · - released in the last weeks 
called Vanity 6. Their album· of September - is .destined 
was a mediocre success to bring out the beast in 
but the hit song "Nasty Girl" many Wild Animal features 
made waves on the radio the better aspects of the 
and "Drive Me Wild" was debut Vanity 6 album and 
popular in discoteques and discards most of the 
as an MTV video. Since negative ones. 
then he has split with Having switched to 
previous lead singer Vanity Motown Records, Vanity 
as well as fired her from the may have a remote 
group. It looked like Vanity chance of "getting even" 
6wasfinished. or proving that she is 
Now Vanity 6 has capable of commercial 
become Apollonla 6, success without the 
named after Prince's cur- chauvanist Prince around. 
rent female toy, Patty This electric funk album 
Apollonia Kotero. But Vanity focuses heavily on 
has survived in the wake of unbridled sexuality, the wild 
Prince's huge success with animal within. Vanity's 
Purple Rain and may well _ charaoteristic breathless-
ness, moans, and abiUty to 
whisk from off-key high 
notes to spine tingling alto 
helps keep Wild Animal 
slightly above the run-of-
the-mill debut albums like 
those of Denise Williams, 
Yvonne Gage, and Sheila E. 
Vanity certainly lacks the 
polish, presence, and most 
of all talent of established 
soloists like Chaka Khan 
and Diana Ross, but she 
does have an uncanny 
ability to stir up lust within 
the listener's id. "Flippin' 
Out", a rapid-fire descent 
into the bowels of 
traditional moral decay, 
permeates the mind with 
tainted eroticism. 
The only bad thing about 
WIid Animal is indeed the 
very_ thing that makes it 
worthwhile: its erotic power. 
This is the only thing that 
Vanity seems capable of 
doing well enough to 
support .herself. It seems to 
indicate that she may not 
fully be free of the ties with 
Prince as her music 
obviously resembles much 
of his own. None the less, 
she does have a uniquely 
heartless personality that 
comes through over the 
soundwaves. If one finds 
this appealing, Vanity is 
your lady. If not, Wild 
Animal becomes savage 
and mutilating rather than 
erotic and randy. 
Finally, I'd say that WIid 
Animal shows more ability 
than most debut albums, 
but definitely lacks finesse 
in places. Still there are 
wonderfully voracious 
numbers like "Wild Animal", 
"Flippin' Out", and "Strap 
On 'Robbie Baby'" to keep 
the listener's attention. 
Radios will probably deny 
Vanity airwave exposure' 
due to the adult nature of 
the music, but I'm certain 
that nightclubs and discos 
will eat this up with joy. I did, 
and previous Vanity 6 or 
even Prince fans might 
want to look into Wild 
Animal. It may bring out 
the beast in you. 
Vanity 
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Pat Travers keeps rockin' and rollin' on 
By Dave Sarney 
How, exactly, I managed to land 
an interview with Pat Travers is a 
long and twisted story, and why I 
wanted to do the story in the first 
place is still not clear. But the fact 
remains that I did it, and I'm not 
sorry. So, armed with twenty 
minutes or so of tape, and a promo 
kit from his manager, I must now 
sit down and spin you the tale of a 
courageous young artist who is 
down on his luck. 
Travers was born and raised in 
Toronto, where he found it 
impossible to cultivate his gift for 
screaming hot rock and roll guitar 
playing. "Any of the record 
companies that I approached in 
Canada were only interested in 
recording a hit single. They had no 
interest in developing an artist or 
a sound." So, in 1975, Pat moved 
to London where "things didn't 
turn out so well •.. " It was at this 
juncture in his life that Travers 
recorded his first three albums, 
none of which amounted to very 
much, and in doing so had his first 
experience with those institutions 
known as record companies. Says 
Travers, "they tend to ope~ate on 
a more personal level over there.'' 
But fame and fortune were not in 
the offing, so he returned to the 
North American scene, 
disappointed, but not defeated. 
What did he learn from the London 
experience? "I'm a real good 
drinker.'' 
The string of semi-successes 
that leads up to the present day 
have left Travers a little bitter. 
His latest effort, Hot Shot, released 
by PolyGram, fizzled out fast. ''It 
hasn't been one of my biggest 
sellers," says Traver with more 
than a hint of sarcasm and anger 
in his voice. Though he spent most 
of the summer on tour to support 
the ,tbum, Pat . feels that the 
record company abandoned him 
when he needed them most. ''I 
reached a point where record 
company support was almost non-
existent. At that point there was 
no sense in making excuses, or 
hearing anymore excuses from 
them. So, I decided that rather 
than go out on the road and beat 
my brains out ••• I mean, you really 
need record co•pany support. lt'.s 
impossible to go out there and try 
to fight your way through all_ of-' 
that. I mean, they · weren't 
arranging interv.iews, or doing 
any kind of promotion in any 
way." 
Travers blames modern 
marketing tactics for the lack of 
interest in Hot Shot. It seems that 
record companies are trying tQ 
sell albums on the merits of one or 
two "preferred" cuts. The rest of 
the material is kept disposable so 
that if the album doesn't sell, it's 
~o great loss. "In my case, I don't 
think that this has any reflection 
OJI the rest of the material, 
because I definitely don't put 
throw-away material on albums.'' 
Travers draws _ ideas for his 
<.. 
material from a wide variety of 
sources. Two of his favorites are 
Jimi Hendrix and Johnny Winter 
who Travers calls the ''raunchy 
guys.'' As a rule though, he looks 
for material that will do well in a 
live show. Something with mean 
hooks and riffs. His preferred 
weapon for such forays is a -
_custom made LesPaul double 
cutaway, which be finds more than 
adequate for most Jobs. 
Currently, Pat is regrouping, 
. and getting material together for 
a new album. Four tunes are -
already complete, and there is a 
bunch more in the works. Travers 
plans to- do tl,e recording right 
here in Orlando at BeeJay studios, 
and hopes to have something in 
the· stores by early 1985. · He 
prefets to work at BeeJay because, 
"I do~'t really feel like leaving 
town to record an album. -I like to 
be home as much as I can.'' In the 
mean time, his current back-up 
band (Jerry Riggs .. guitar, Barry 
Dunaway .. bass, Pat Marcliino .. 
dru_ms) is honing its skills on 
audiences across the · South. 
"About once a month,'-' says Pat, 
"we'll go out and play about three 
or four shows, and try out our new 
material.'' 
Pat Travers is a super star 
waiting to happe_n~ He has 
everything he needs, the right 
a~itude,· t~lent, a ·hot band, and a 
true love for music. Yet, he lacks a 
really big break to launch him into 
the ''star'' category. At present he 
remains a · mortal among demi-
gods iii an industry that will settle 
- for nothing less. Pat Travers has 
had his successes, his failures, 
he's been mistreated and 
misunderstood, and yet he keeps 
pushing, and hoping,~that someday 
we'll see and hear things his way. 
Wouldn't it be nice if stardom was 
determined by courage like this? 
____ ,.. ___ ------------· ' 
Wireless 
n the air 
by Margaret O'Sullivan 
As I leaned out of my Iott and peered through a third floor 
window of Pinehurst, I happened to notice a group of 6 or 7 people 
fanning out over the library lawn, carrying trash bags and pointed 
sticks. "What is this, a new form of squirrel hunting?" I thought 
before I rolled over and went back to sleep. 
The next morning I managed to stay awake long enough to see 
that th~y were picking up trash around Chase Hall and the library 
lawn. These_'guys had better watch it, they might start a trend. The 
next thing you know, across the campus people will stop knocking 
over light posts and ripping telephones off the wall. Pizza delivery 
man harrasment could become a thing of the past! Imagine! 
Perhaps the Sig Eps are only interested in the silver dollars 
promised at Convocation, but I think that it goes much farther than 
that. People taking an interest in their surroundings is something 
that is sorely needed on this campus. 
7i e next thing you know, across campus 
people will stop knocking over light posts and 
ripping telephones off the wall. 
Speaking of trends, there's some sort o a going on at o ins 
that I don't quite understand. What's the deal with the boxer short 
worn underneath the athletic shorts, guy? Is there something we're 
missing? One person explained it by saying, "Hey, they were the 
only clean pair of underwear that I had at the time." Still, I've seen 
people wearing this strange gear to Beans and to class. First pink 
and green, now this ... 
Pinehursts, we still love you, despite the leaky roof, despite the 
peeling paint, and even despite the fact that you have to flush the 
toilets to get hot water in the shower. Now we hear it is going to be 
restored to its original state. They're going to make it so nice that 
they don't want anybody to live in it. It seems to me that if you're 
going to restore a building to its original state, you should also stick 
to its original purpose. Or does that make too much sense? 
Nobody knows who wants to turn Pinehurst into an office 
building. Nobody is really sure about anything, or at least, they're 
not telling. One administration official told members of the house 
that the person who is donating the money for the restoration does 
not want Pinehurst to be a dorm. Others, however, have heard that 
it is the administration, that is makirg the decision. 
Nothing has firmly been settled yet, which has letto a lot of 
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The classes_ fall forgot 
by Dino Landis 
I have chosen my classes for the fall term and now I must live 
with them. The fall term got its name many years ago. It was 
discovered that no matter what classes a student chose, he would 
"fall" into the classes that were open. The results to say the least 
were, interesting. English majors turned out to be better at calculus 
as those majors became better rat vivisectors. The rats didn't notice 
the difference. 
The summer, by definition, is a body of days "intended to make 
the students forget the classes he chose." I, like most of my peers, 
have forgotten what classes I picked before school ended so I 
cannot challenge the administration if these are the classes I 
picked. I'd expect one of them down in the office to say something 
like, "Yeah, prive it." 
I, like most of my peers, have forgotten what 
classes I picked before school ended so I 
cannot challenge the administration if these are 
the classes I picked. 
Through some underground connections I have in the 
administration, I managed to snatch a copy of what classes were 
offered those many months ago. These classes are not longer in 
existence. Not enough students signed up for any of the following: 
BIOLOGY FOR THE ENGLISH MAJOR: This course was to be 
taught in parts. That is, any literature that had to do with rats, mice 
or anything that creates a stench if left alone is taught. The final 
exam consisted of dissecting Camu's The Plague. Required Texts: 
Metamorphosis, The Plague and TBA. 
MATH FOR THE PHILOSOPHY MAJOR. Instead of individuals 
working on seperate math problems, the class works on a single 
problem. The conclusion is reached when the entire class feels "at 
ease" with the solution. Requirements: Your soul (in body please). 
TO BE ANNOUNCED: A course concerning some topics that are 
important to a student of Rollins College. These topics have yet to 
be defined. Times and schedules will be offered at a later time. 
Required texts: TBA. 
UNDERWATER BASKET WEAVING: The title of this course may · 
be deceiving. The course spends most of its tim~ teaching students 
the value of a liberal arts education. The final consists of creating 
aphorisms such as0 "lf you don't like liberal arts then go to a 
vocational school" or "Liberal arts has little to do with being able to 
color over the lines." Required texts: Acquatics, The Basics of 
Straw Weaving. 
AMERICANISM-VS-DIRTY PINKO SLABISM: An unbiased, 
comparison of the two most dominant systems in the world today. 
The final exam consists of watching The Missles of October. 
Required Texts: American Constitution. 
PROCRASTINATION AND ITS EFFECTS: Report not submitted. 
PAB DASH: This course includes methods of racing to The Park 
Avenue Building and back. Requirements: A good pair of running 
shoes and a deathwish. 
Who knows, you and I could have picked these classes those 
many months ago. I do know that these classes will never see the 
light of day, regardless of how many students picked them. 
18 
Women's Volleyball team 
flying high 
By Letitia Myrick 
Literally, in a long, gruesome match of blood, sweat, and 
tears, the Lady Tars captured the first place title in the 
College of Charleston Invitational. In a best-of-five series with 
the host (Lady Eagles), the Lady Tars really had to put their 
minds to the task, in order to rise to the occasion. 
After dropping their first game to the Lady Eagles (10-15), 
the Lady Tars came back to win the second game, 15-12. Aft~r 
dropping the third game by the score of 12-15, the Lady Tars 
stayed alive, with a come-from-behind 15-11 victory. In the 
fifth and final game, the women of Rollins proved themselves 
worthy as they again fought from a 12-8 deficit to tie the score 
at 12-all. Charleston took the first two points. However, 
Rollins denied them match point by rallying off the next three 
straight points. The Lady Tars were up 15-14. They needed 
one point to win. 
The Lady Eagles played well in their efforts to deny the ' 
Lady Tars the crown, but after a two minute rally, the Lady · 
Tars fell to their knees - in victory! Indeed, they were the 
champions. 
However, the honors of -wearing this crown had come by 
defeating six other teams - the ladder in which they had to 
climb. In the tourney opener, the Lady Tars defeated the 
College of Charleston 13-15, 15-10, and 15-11. The University 
of South Carolina at Spartenburg gave Rollins their only 
defeat, as they won in two straight, 12-15, and 11-15. With a 1-
1 record, the Lady Tars moved up to 2-1 by defeating 
Montevello of Alabama 13-15, 15-10, and 15-11. To close the · 
first day of the invitational with a 3-1 record, the Lady Tars 
defeated Limestone College 15-7, 13-15, and 15-10. 
The second day opened with a three-way tie for first plac~. · 
In order to avoid losing their bid for the finals, Rollins faced 
must-win situations against Winthrop and Francis-marion 
Colleges. To no avail, Rollins took both matches in two 
straight games 15-8, 15-9 and 15-8, 15-11, respectively. It was · 
the first time in the three years that Rollins had participated in 
the invitational, that they had made it to the finals. In the past, 
the Lady Tars lost out by either the toss of a coin or a point 
spread situation. Not this year. The Lady Tars not only made it 
to the finals, but they took the winning bows. In addition, Lisa 
Spauding and Debgy Knorowski were also selected to the All-
Tournament team. . 
On their return home, Rollins brought with them a season 
record of 6-1 as they faced Div. I University of South Florida. 
On Wed., Sept. 19, what looked to be another Rollins victory 
did not hold true. The Lady Tars fell short against the Lady 
Bulls. In a neck-to-neck battle, Rollins took the first game 16-
14. However, a determined South Florida team wasn't kept 
down. They came back to sweep the next three games, 12-15, 
11-15, and 3-15. 
When asked to account for the drastic turn around from the 
previous weekend, Coach Peggy Jarnigan replied, "We're 
going to be all right. We've just go to get ourselves to where, 
at any point and time, we can create our own :momentum. 
We've got to know and believe that we can get ourselves back 
into the ballgame when the chips are down." 
It is true. As soon as they come to realize that momentum is 
a one-sided, impelling force that is created by confidence, 
developed by desire, obtained by the combination of both, 
and lost by the distraction of others, Rollins will •be one step 
further on the ladder to success. 
At press time, the Lady Tars' record stood at 6-2. They look 
forward to improving their record as they participate in the 
Stetson University Invitational. Again,. they will look for great 
things from their freshman recruits, who have already been 
determining factors thus far in the season. They've been great 
assets to th·e team. They're young, but they're good, and with 
every day of practice, and every play of a game, they're going 
to get better. It all means experience. The team realizes that 
experience is a never ending process. 
Effectively, it will give them courage and confidence to face 
the uncertainties of the future. At the same time, it will give 
them new strength as they continue their forward stride down 
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While everybody was out party-
ing Friday night, the cross country 
team members attempted to get a 
little sleep for their upcoming 8:30 
a.m. race at St. Leo. Having to get 
up at 5:30 a.m. Saturday was not 
much fun but the team was psych-
ed for the race. I certainly didn't 
realize it was dark at 6 a.m. '_ 
Surprise! 
On the way to th_e race most 
people slept-all except Dan 
Mc Dyer who had to listen to his 
Walkman blaring Van Halen. He 
got many dirty looks from· fellow 
team members w:1io were trying to 
get a little rest before the race! 
by David Greenberg Once we - arrived everyone was 
Volleyball. A game of precise skill. A game of split-second reflexes. ready for their race. The men's 
An attitude game. A game that require~ great coaching. Someone who race is five miles and the girls' 
can do more than show a team the fundamentals of the game. You see, race is three miles. The guys 
rapid score changes are a pervasive element ~f the gam~. A coach 
I 
ran first and their team placements. 
needs to instill confidence in the team at all times, in order for a team to I and times were as follows: Tom 
win. And wins make coaches smile. · 1 Pal 29 15 Ed W'rth 29 19 · j • mer, : ; 1 , : ; 
Recently, Rollins Coach Roggy Jarnigan has been· all smiles. Dan Mc Dyer, 30:52; Greg 
Leaning back in her chair, she is puffing on a cigarette. Her team is off Conners, 33:06 and Fred Miley, 
to one of the best starts in Jarnigan's fourteen year coaching career. 38:29. As a team they placed sixth 
The Mightly Lady Tars are 7-2. Actually, they're 11-2 including overall. 
scrimages·, one of which was over UCF (now Div. 1)-last year's SSC While watching the men's race. 
winners. Things were not always so nice. · the girl's team became jumpy and · 
Up until five years ago, the Lady Tars received no scholarship anxious to start. At approxima~ely 
money what-so-ever, and often had to compete against teams that did. 9:50 a.m., we began the hilly trek 
The results displayed the importance of the funds. Things have now around the St. Leo campus. The 
changed for the better. True, Rollins has had its share of individual and last part of the race had a grueling 
team accomplishments, but the past few years were mainly fo-r building hill (yes, there are a few hills in 
a foundation. Now, for the first time Rollins can honestly say that they Florida!). Although the sun was 
have a very good shot at winning the Conference Championship. 1 beating down unmercifully, we 
Scholarships can put smiles on coaches faces, but they can wipe that all ran super and even placed first 
smile off just as easily. Scholarships have been known to ~ate egos. 1 overall! The team placements and 
There is nothing more thrilling to some high school seniors than ·to times were: Amy Teets, 20:08; 
publicize the fact that they are going to be paid to play a college sport. Vicky Szabo, 20:58; Liz Jqhnson, 
Jarnigan turns around and taps her knuckles on her desk. "Knock on 2l:52; Missy Bullers, 21:51 and 
wood and pray to the Lord, I've never had that problem with these Shawn Edwards, 23:21. 
girls," she says in an evangelist's tone." They all want to play, but you 
can only have six players (on the couft) at a time: That's why I respect 
everyone on that team." 
As a matter of fact, it is the team's respect for Jarnigan that is the 
reason for the harmony. Jarnigan plays two roles on the squad-coach 
and spiritual advisor. 
"It's tough to accept your ability," she say~. "Everyone that gets 
recruited here was number one (in high school) and may have to face 
the fact that they might not start. I consider it a growing experience-a 
life experience, really, that all of us have to deal with in life. And if a 
coach handles this (situation) wrong, he or she can put a bad taste in 
the player's mouth. That will cause problems on the team. I will always 
talk to a player if she needs to talk to someone. I understand how they 
feel and I encourage them." 
This seems to be the key to the Lady Tar's success. Each player is at 
peace with herself fand with the team, and this respect is the foundation 
for their immense dedication. 
"I am personable," says Jarnigan. "I do treat players as individuals, 
but the team comes first above any player or myself. I am a very team-
oriented person. No one takes advantage of anyone else on the team, 
scholarship or no scholarship. I put a lot into the morale and attitude of 
the team, and if it came down to it, I would sacrifice a win before I 
would sacrifice a person." 
Fortunately, Jarnigan never has to confront this problem. Unless 
there is a legitimate excuse, no no even so much as shows up late for 
practice. And when the Lady Tar arrive, they work hard. 
Which is exactly the attitude that Jarnigan possessed during her 
playing days. She was a hitter for Carson-Newman College in 
Tennessee. Following that, she spend a decade playing for an amateur 
team in the United States Volleyball Association, where she experience 
National competition. Now, Janigan hopes that the team she has worked 
so hard with ·will see post-season play. 
"I expect dedication, discipline, mutual team respect, hard worlc, 
and I get it from these kids," Jarnigan says. "They're 100% dedicated to 
their sport. I can't even tell you how many hours they've put in, but they 
never complain." 
Presently, the teams are train-
ing for · the upcoming UCF duel 
meet on September 29. The men's 
~ practice consists of track work-
j outs on Mondays and Wednes-
days, and running between eight 
and 10 miles on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays. Fridays is an easy day. 
The girls are running anywhere 
from six to seven miles on Tues-
days and Thmsdays. Each day we 
are all getting stronger and faster 
and who knows; maybe we will 
beat our rivals - .The UCF 
Knights! 
NOTE: The Jacksonville lnvita-
ti.anal results were as follows: Men-
Tom Palmer, 30:11; Ed Wirth, 
30:13; Dan Mc Dyer,32:20; Fred 
Miley, 40:31 and Andy Levison, 
45:12. They were sixth as a team. 
Women-Amy Teets, 19:39; Missy 
Bullers, 22:52; Liz Johnson, 22:58; 
Kathy Litz, 24:24; Heather Hol-
man, 27:55 and Lauren Mathers 
28:52. They were fifth overall 
in the team scoring . 
Tars open sea$On with upset win 
The Tars started their 1984 soccer season in fine style, defeating last 
year's NCAA Div. Two champions Seattle Pacific 1-0 in overtime. The 
upset by the Tars improved their national ranking to #11. Coach Hugh 
Beasley was very happy with the result. "Seattle Pacific came in 
thinking we wouldn't be that tough a team, judging from last years' 
record and we kind of surprised them," said Beasley," I felt we were 
every bit as good ;team as they were. We had a lot more shots on goal, 
and our chances to score were much better." Despite having the better 
chances, Rollins was not able to capitalize on any of them during 
regulation play._lt was Kenny Marshall who finally scored for the Tars 
in overtime, on an assist by Dag Person. 
Rollins was next scheduled to play Flagler College. The game had to 
be c~celled, however, 'because of wet conditions on the field. 
According to Beasley, it is doubtful that the game will be rescheduled. 
The Tars won their second game against the Stetson Hatters in Deland. 
The team used goals by Parker Roy, Keith Buckley, and Tom Elias to 
come out on top of the Hatters. The game was a very physical one, with 
Michael Garvanian getting red-carded, and b9th Parker Roy and John 
Ford getting yellow cards. The red card for Garvanian was the first of 
his career. "Mike was feeling frustrated because the ref wasn't doing a 
good job," said Beasley, "He felt like their players were getting away 
with murder and he had to do something." Because of the red card, 
Garvanian was forced to sit out the next game, against St. Thomas of 
- Miami. 
Fresh:man Oyvind Klausen also _sat out the St. Thomas game, with an 
ankle injury. During the game, Paul Butler went down with an ankle 
injury and Dag Person injured his foot. When Kenny Marshall was 
taken out of the (Jame, Rollins was left with only six of their usual 
starters on the field. Of these six, only one Joe Raymond, has higher 
than Junior sta,tus. The best Rollins could manage against the Bobcats 
was a 2-2- tie. "We played poorly," stated Beasley, "Our defense was a 
.shambles, we didn't mark at all. We should've scored more goals. The 
guys thought it would be an easier game: It was a game we should have 
won, but we wex:e lucky to tie. A game like that helps destroy morale, 
but maybe it will make them work harder." Rollins' first goal was a 
lucky one: Chris Zi~linski took a shot which a ·Bobcat defender tried to 
clear, but instead ·send into the back of the net. The second goal was a 
penalty kick, taken by John Ford. Bea~ley was able to find four bright 
-spots in the game: the play of Keith Buckley and Ricky Garcia at 
forward, John Ford at sweeper, and Tom McDonnell at left back. 
The next game for the Tars was against the University of Tampa. The 
Spartans have moved to the top of the Div. Two rank~gs and are 
thought by many to be one of the best teams in Div:_ision One soccer as 
well. The Spartans lived up to that reputation, defeating the Tars, 4-1. 
Keith Buckley scored Rollins' lone goal. 
The loss against Tampa left Rollins with a 2-1-1 record going into 
their road trip. 0~ this trip, they will face F.I.U., who "is currently 
ranked #5 in Div. Two. If th·e team hopes to have a realistic chance of 
getting a bid, this road trip provides an: excellent chance for them to 
make their move. . · 
.Women's Soccer Team steadily 
prospering _ 
This year has already been one with a lot of progress for the Rollins' 
Women's Soccer Club. For the first time ever, the women have a set 
schedule, against teams from around the state. The team will also be 
making a road trip, to Miami, to take on Barry Univ. and F.I.U. 
The women opened up their season on Sept. 22 against a club team 
from Orlando, the Cyclons. The team used a hat trick by freshman 
Michele Jacobson to pace them to an 8-0 v,ictory. Other goals were 
scored by Allison Standish, Debbie Carlson, Suzy Rossomondo, Greta 
Sastre, and Kim Alyward. 
Unfortunately, Rollins found themselves on the other end of an 8-0 
score when they took on the U.C.F. Lady Knights. Before writing off 
the team, however, one should realize that while Rollins is just a chili 
team that offers no scholarships, U.C.F. is a varsity team. Many of their 
players are on scholarship. The Lady Knights were ranked in the Top 
Ten amond women's teams last year. 
Rollins has a new coach this year. Terry Offner has assumed the 
coaching duties for both the women's team and the men's Junior Varsity 
team. He is also a high school soccer coach. Captains for the team are 
Muffin Walker, Suzy Rossomondo, and Allison Standish. , 
The next game for the Lady Tars is on Sept. 29, when they face 
another club team, the Shamrocks. If you're a sports enthusiast (or even 
if you're not one) make it a point to go see a game this year. While the 
women may not have the skills of a team like U.C.F., they certainly 
have the enthusiasm. 
